Soft actuators possess the ability to contact delicate, soft, and irregularly shaped objects (for example, fruit, animals, or clothing), because they distribute force across the surface of the objects, and because they are fabricated of compliant rather than unyielding materials. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] They also offer an attractive approach to simplifying control, [5] [6] [7] [8] since they make it possible-in some circumstances-to substitute the properties of soft materials and structures for some of the control loops, sensors, and actuators of hard machines (machines fabricated in metals, ceramics, and structural polymers). [9, 10] The simplification of control is important in the field of robotics as a potential strategy for designing robots that work in unstructured environments. [11] Mechanical instabilities-here, the buckling of beams-are usually considered mechanisms of failure in hard structures. [12] [13] [14] An emerging opportunity in the engineering of soft machines is to harness these instabilities to achieve new functionalities. [15] [16] [17] For example, buckling has proven useful in the design of stretchable soft electronics, [18, 19] tunable materials, [20] [21] [22] [23] and fluidic actuators. [24] We have previously demonstrated that reversible buckling of elastomeric beams can be used to make a torsional soft actuator. [25] This paper demonstrates that reversible buckling in assemblies of elastomeric beams can generate motions similar to those of skeletal muscles. Elastomeric pneumatic actuators based on buckling have, so far, demonstrated only rotation. [25] The actuators we describe here-vacuumactuated muscle-inspired pneumatic structures (VAMPs)-differ from these previous elastomeric pneumatic actuators because they generates a linear motion, which resembles the motion of linear actuators in rigid robots (e.g., pistons and motor-actuated cables) and animals (e.g., muscle). VAMPs use buckling of elastomeric beams to generate muscle-like motions when negative pressure (vacuum) is applied to them; the external (ambient) pressure causes their cooperative, reversible collapse (that is, buckling). [26] Like biological muscles, VAMPs are soft, 3 and thus able to absorb shock, and to interact non-destructively with their environment and collaboratively with humans. VAMPs also have a cellular structure, which has the potential to allow repair after damage. In contrast to previous soft actuators, which often move by expanding under pressure, VAMPs are similar to muscle in that they do not expand in cross-sectional area during actuation (although they contract in total volume); these geometrical features allow them to operate in space-constrained environments. The fact that VAMPs are made of elastomers allows them to store and release elastic energy. VAMPs can generate linear motions with strains up to 45%, and can sustain loading stresses up to 65 kPa (the theoretical maximum being 100 kPa under atmospheric pressure, with even higher values possible in hyperbaric environments); both strain and stress are similar to those of human muscle (typical strains of ~20%, with maximum values up to ~40%; maximum sustained stress of ~100 kPa, and maximum impulsive stress of ~350 kPa). [27] We also demonstrate that VAMPs made of Elastosil demonstrate a reasonable thermodynamic efficiency (~27% efficiency at 20% strain without optimization); this value is within a factor of two of that of human muscle (~40% efficiency). [27] The history of muscle-like actuators is long. Among many such actuators, the McKibben actuator, developed in the 1950s, and its relatives (other braided muscle, knitted muscle, pleated muscle, etc. [28] ) were the first truly successful examples. [29] A typical McKibben actuator comprises a rubber balloon, constrained in volume by an inelastic mesh. On pressurization, the anisotropic inflation of this balloon results in useful motion. The properties of the mesh (i.e., the density of the weave, and the strength of the fibers) dictate the strain (typically 25%) and stress (typically 800~1300 kPa) the actuator can produce for a given applied pneumatic pressure (typically ~500 kPa). [30] McKibben actuators have many practical applications, but have three characteristics that can limit their utility: [28] i) Their inherent dry friction, and the non-elastic deformation of the mesh balloon, causes hysteresis; this hysteresis renders precise positional 4 control difficult. ii) They often cannot be actuated if the applied pressure is below a certain "threshold pressure"; this threshold may prevent the generation of low force. iii) The application of a pressure that is too high (typically ~500 kPa) can make the balloon bulge through the mesh or at a point of damage, and perhaps burst. Other thoughtfully designed types of actuators (driven by electricity, temperature, and other means) have also been developed to mimic
properties of the muscle. [27, [31] [32] [33] Actuators that operate based on negative pressure (vacuum) have been less explored than those using positive pressure, although they have two advantages: i) they cannot burst (nor can they "implode", as the actuation stops when the pneumatic chambers collapse to their minimum volume); ii) their volume decreases on application of vacuum (which allows them to function better in cluttered or space-constrained environments than actuators using positive pressure). Jaeger et al. described an example of this type of actuator, in which application of vacuum to an elastomeric bag filled with a granular solid caused jamming; this jamming increased the stiffness of the bag and its contents, and allowed gripping. [5] Our research was stimulated by work of Bertoldi, Boyce, and colleagues, who demonstrated regular structural deformations in periodic elastomeric cellular solids-slabs of elastomer containing arrays of circular holes perpendicular to the slab-upon application of mechanical force in the plane of the slab. [34, 35] Our structures are based on a different elastomeric structure that can be considered to comprise a number of interacting elastic beams and interconnected, deformable cavities sealed within a thin elastomeric membrane (Figure 1 ).
Application of vacuum to the cavities causes the ambient atmospheric pressure to compress the device isotropically; this compression results in reversible, cooperative buckling of the beams, and in an anisotropic change in the shape of the structure. This design converts pressure-volume 5 work (done by applying negative pressure) into mechanical work (here, for example, lifting a weight).
The pattern of beams (or, equivalently, the pattern of voids in the elastomeric slab) we use is partially inspired by the auxetic structure discovered by Travesset, et al.-a network of stiff levers that resembles the pattern of mortar in a brick wall. [36] In one of our designs for VAMPs, the pattern consists of long, thin (1.5 mm) horizontal beams, bridged by thick (4 mm) vertical beams ( Figure 1A ; the SI and Figure S1 summarize details of fabrication; the SI also discusses how the behavior of the structure changes as the size of the features is increased and provides a modeling approach). When vacuum is applied to the structure, the horizontal beams buckle reversibly into serpentine shapes, and this buckling results in a large change in the vertical length of the structure (~40%), but a much smaller change (~5%) in its horizontal width ( Figure 1B -D, Movies S1 and S2).
Static Mechanical Characteristics of VAMPs. We characterized two mechanical relationships for VAMPs (with dimension 34 mm × 28 mm × 46.5 mm) under quasistatic conditions: those between i) applied differential pressure and change in length with no load; and ii) Young's modulus of the elastomer and the maximum load the structure can lift (that is, the force it can apply). We first define two variables: i) the difference in pressure, ∆ , between the external ambient pressure ext (typically ~1 atm ≈ 100 kPa) and the pressure inside the chambers int when under reduced pressure (Equation 1); and ii) the loading stress (in kPa)
resulting from a weight applied to the VAMP (Equation 2). Here, is the force in the direction of actuation, and is the cross-sectional area of the undeformed actuator:
The actuation strain ∆ ,σ (i.e. the strain induced by actuation, rather than by external loading) is a function of these two variables (Equation 3), where (∆ ,σ) is the length of the VAMP under loading stress σ on application of a differential pressure ∆ : This critical differential pressure is proportional to the Young's modulus of the material (see the SI for a theoretical validation). Hence, VAMPs made of a material with critical Young's modulus E ≈ 5 MPa will have a ∆ crit of ~100 kPa (1 atm), which is the largest pressure differential a vacuum system can provide at atmospheric pressure. This scaling rule describes the stiffness of the material of which VAMPs can be fabricated. In addition, the approximately linear relationship between the strain and applied pressure (for ) shown in Figure 2A , B implies that VAMPs can stably (<1% change in height; details are in the SI) maintain any particular achievable strain given an applied pressure ; this capability suggests that they should be easy to control. kPa at 30% actuation strain, and a loading stress of about 100 kPa at 0% actuation strain. Figure   S2 and Movie S3 show a VAMP that demonstrates ~65 kPa loading stress at 10% actuation strain when fabricated in a urethane elastomer with Young's modulus E ≈ 2.5 MPa.
VAMPs made of materials with E > 5 MPa will not actuate fully under atmospheric pressure, but if ext is greater (e.g. in hyperbaric environments such as undersea), much greater forces could be generated, using stiffer elastomers, and an actuation cycle that includes positive pressure to inflate the VAMP to ∆ =0. The SI compares the force generated by VAMPs to biological muscle and other actuators.
We obtained the energy density of VAMPs fabricated in Elastosil ( Figure S11 ) by using the data from the force vs. length plot of VAMPs ( Figure 2D ). For the VAMPs fabricated in Elastosil, the energy density peaks at ~2 J/L or ~3. by measuring their force-velocity relationships and power densities (the SI describes the method). Figure 2E shows a force vs. velocity curve (derived from the raw displacement, velocity and acceleration data shown in Figure S10 ). The VAMPs demonstrate a faster actuation speed with a lighter load. We note that neither the force nor the velocity in this plot represent the theoretical maximum. Here, the force can be enhanced ten times by using an elastic material that is capable of large deformation and has ten times the Young's modulus of Elastosil, while the velocity can be enhanced by using pneumatic input with a larger radius. Figure 2F shows the power density of VAMPs as a function of velocity (derived from the force vs. velocity data in Figure 2E ). For VAMPs fabricated in Elastosil, the power density peaks at ~10 W/L (or ~18.5 W/kg). VAMPs that are made of materials with critical Young's modulus, but maintain the same velocity, are projected to demonstrate a peak power output per unit volume of ~100 W/L. The maximum power during isotonic contraction for natural skeletal muscles ranges from 7 W/kg to 500 W/kg. [37] As discussed previously, the velocity of these VAMPs is not at the physical limit. The SI compares the dynamic characteristic of VAMPs to that of biological muscle, and other various linear actuators. We also include in the SI a modeling approach to better analyze the dynamic characteristic of VAMPs (also see Figure S8 ).
Demonstrating Muscle-Like Motions.
When vacuum is applied to their internal chambers, the principle contraction of VAMPs is uniaxial (with little change of cross-sectional area), in a direction determined by the pattern of their internal soft structures (Figure 1 ). These patterns can extend over substantial lengths and areas. Increasing the length increases the total displacement of the VAMPs on actuation, and increasing the cross-sectional area increases the force they generate (for example, in Figure 3 and Movies S4 and S5). In Figure 3A , the length of the VAMP decreased by ~30% on actuation; the resulting displacement of the "hand" was about five times the change in length of the VAMP, because the lever arm ratio was 1:5 (a value similar to that of a human arm [38] ). We also show that the speed of this "arm-like" structure driven by a VAMP is comparable to a human arm (see the SI, Figure S5 , and Movies S6 and S7).
The relatively high speed of VAMPs allows them to perform tasks that are more dynamic than simple lifting (even without a complex control system). Figure S12 shows that the "armlike" structure can flip a cup in the palm of its "hand" into an upright position by using a jerking motion, which would not be possible with a slow muscle (see Movie S8). Figure S7 ). Vacuum actuation allows VAMPs to be installed in space-limited positions (such as inside a rigid pipe). VAMPs also preserve their function and performance even after punctures. For example, the actuation was unchanged after a VAMP was punctured with a 2 mm-wide metal cannula ( Figure S6 and Movie S11). We attribute this selfsealing ability of VAMPs to compression around the puncture by atmospheric pressure and elastomeric retraction.
Thermodynamic Efficiency of VAMPs. The thermodynamic efficiency of transduction of the pressure-volume work required to actuate VAMPs into mechanical (force × distance) work (e.g., lifting a weight) is limited by the work required to compress the elastomer. By comparison, the loss of energy due to hysteresis is small (details are in the SI, Figure S3 ). Our experimental data gave a thermodynamic efficiency of 27% for an actuation strain of 20% at 500-g loading for the VAMP shown in Figure 1D (details of the method are in the SI). For comparison, the corresponding value of a human skeletal muscle is ~40%. [27] The energy stored in the deformed, elastomeric components (which is not converted into useful mechanical work and thus reduces the thermodynamic efficiency for a single, unidirectional motion) can, in principle, be at least partially recovered during unloading. A system containing VAMPs can, therefore, have a greater efficiency over multiple actuation cycles than that measured in a single cycle. (This method of storing and recovering energy of soft actuators has been reported in a number of designs [27] ).
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Conclusions. The mechanism by which VAMPs achieved their mechanical performance demonstrates a new approach for biomimetic actuation: nonlinear motion reflecting the cooperative, reversible, buckling and collapse of elastomeric beams. VAMPs have eight characteristics that will be useful in soft machines: i) no expansion in volume on contraction; ii) many aspects of mechanical performance on actuation similar to human muscle; iii) they are "collaborative" (to use the term common in robotics)-that is, safe in use around humans; iv) thermodynamic efficiency comparable to (although currently less than) muscle; v) a cost of fabrication sufficiently low that they can be considered for single-use applications; vi)
performance that is reliable even after a high number of actuation cycles (VAMPs fabricated in
Elastosil demonstrated no significant change in performance after a million cycles of actuation; SI, Figure S4 ); vii) light weight and low density (relative to metals); viii) properties characteristic of organic polymers (transparency, electrical properties that extend from insulating to conducting, biocompatibility, controllable rates of environmental degradation, ease of fabrication in complex shapes) that will be useful in specific applications.
VAMPs are not (and not intended to be) competing with hard actuators. They are complimentary, and intended largely for non-competitive and hybrid uses: examples would include assistive devices for the elderly or disabled, systems for non-damaging manipulation of irregularly shaped and delicate objects (fruit, tissues, small animals), devices intended to be inexpensive enough for single use (e.g., in search and rescue), or where resistance to damage by impact are important, and others where soft systems offer capabilities not easily or inexpensively embedded in hard systems with typical designs.
The designs of the actuators used in Figures 1 and 3 are a small subset of those that can be created through appropriate design and segmentation of the patterns of pillars making up the VAMPs, and through extension of these quasi-two-dimensional structures into three dimensions.
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The key feature of all of these designs is, however, the use of cooperative, reversible buckling in an elastomeric material to achieve actuation. This work thus exploits buckling to achieve useful and simple (quasi-linear) motion through a mechanism that involves complex, nonlinear, cooperative motions of the internal structure of the VAMPs.
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